Properties of a marine ice layer under the Amery Ice Shelf, East Antarctica
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ABSTRACT. The Amery Ice Shelf, East Antarctica, undergoes high basal melt rates near the southern limit of its grounding line where 80% of the ice melts within 240 km of becoming afloat. A considerable portion of this later refreezes downstream as marine ice. This produces a marine ice layer up to 200 m thick in the northwest sector of the ice shelf concentrated in a pair of longitudinal bands that extend some 200 km all the way to the calving front. We drilled through the eastern marine ice band at two locations 70 km apart on the same flowline. We determine an average accretion rate of marine ice of 1.1 ± 0.2 m a⁻¹, at a reference density of 920 kg m⁻³ between borehole sites, and infer a similar average rate of 1.3 ± 0.2 m a⁻¹ upstream. The deeper marine ice was impermeable enough that a hydraulic connection was made whilst the drill was still 70–100 m above the ice-shelf base. Below this marine close-off depth, borehole video imagery showed permeable ice with water-filled cavities and individual ice platelets fused together, while the upper marine ice was impermeable with small brine-cell inclusions. We infer that the uppermost portion of the permeable ice becomes impermeable with the passage of time and as more marine ice is accreted on the base of the shelf. We estimate an average closure rate of 0.3 m a⁻¹ between the borehole sites; upstream the average closure rate is faster at 0.9 m a⁻¹. We estimate an average porosity of the total marine ice layer of 14–20%, such that the deeper ice must have even higher values. High permeability implies that sea water can move relatively freely through the material, and we propose that where such marine ice exists this renders deep parts of the ice shelf particularly vulnerable to changes in ocean properties.

1. INTRODUCTION

Substantial layers of marine ice have been reported for several of the major Antarctic ice shelves including portions of the Filchner–Ronne Ice Shelf (Thysen, 1988; Oerter and others, 1992; Lambrecht and others, 2007) and the Amery Ice Shelf (AIS) (Morgan, 1972; Fricker and others, 2001). In contrast, there is very little marine ice under the Ross Ice Shelf (Neal, 1979) or any of the Antarctic Peninsula ice shelves. Marine ice is produced by the formation of platelet (frazil) ice crystals in the water column, via the ice-pump mechanism (Lewis and Perkin, 1986; Jacobs and others, 1992). The temperature at which ice coexists with sea water (coquially the sea-water freezing point) decreases with pressure (depth), and consequently the rate of basal melt near the grounding line depends on the ice draft, as well as the sub-ice circulation and the temperature of the inflowing ocean. The formation of frazil ice crystals occurs when the more buoyant cooled and freshened water produced by melting basal ice becomes supercooled as it rises to lower pressures. These frazil crystals attach to the base of the shelf and coalesce into a consolidated unit (Engelhardt and Determann, 1987; Oerter and others, 1992; Bombsch and Jenkins, 1995; Grosfeld and others, 1997). The deposition of frazil as marine ice also depends on the size of the growing platelets, the sub-ice currents and the shape of the ice-shelf base (Bombsch and Jenkins, 1995). The buoyancy forcing from melting also contributes to the strength of the circulation.

From hydrostatic considerations of a digital elevation model (DEM) (Fricker and others, 2000) the AIS (Fig. 1) has a draft of ~2500 m in its deepest part near the southern grounding zone around 73.2°S (Fig. 2). The sea-water freezing point at the deep grounding line is ~3.8°C (Millero, 1978), nearly 2°C below the surface freezing point. The southern AIS therefore experiences intense basal melting (Rignot and Jacobs, 2002), enhancing ice-shelf basal gradients and generating a strong ice-pump mechanism in the sub-ice cavity. The mass influx into the shelf across the grounding line (at about 73.2°S) from Lambert, Mellor and Fisher Glaciers is ~54 Gt a⁻¹ (Wen and others, 2008), but the mass flux almost halfway down the shelf through the G3 section of Budd and others (1982), transversely across the AIS at 71.0°S, is only ~8.4 Gt a⁻¹ (Wen and others (2007) report similar losses). More than 80% of the continental ice from these streams is lost through basal melting beneath the southernmost 240 km of the AIS, which contributes to the formation of cold, dense Ice Shelf Water (ISW).

Ice radio-echo sounding (RES) measurements can be used to detect the marine/meteorite ice interface. Total ice thicknesses can be derived via buoyancy considerations from an ice-shelf DEM generated from European Remote-sensing Satellite (ERS-1) radar altimetry elevations (AIS-DEM; Fricker and others, 2000). The difference between the DEM-derived and RES thicknesses can then be used to reveal the spatial distribution of the AIS marine ice layer (Fricker and others, 2001). For the AIS the marine ice is largely concentrated in two extensive bands, which are over 150 m thick in places, aligned along-flow in the northwest quadrant (Fig. 1). The marine ice accretion process, following frazil production from the ISW generated by basal melt, means that a considerable fraction of the mass lost to the south is redeposited in the northwest sector of the AIS.
Examination of elevation profiles transverse to the ice flow shows that marine ice generally occurs beneath regions of lower surface elevation, although clearly ice-shelf draft is only one factor in marine ice accretion. The thickest marine ice in the eastern band develops beneath a flowband of relatively lower elevation, although towards the ice front marine ice also occurs beneath a small surface topographic high (relative to a transverse cross-section) along the Fisher–Mellor ‘suture’ flowline (Fig. 1). Marine ice accretion tends to level the underside of the ice shelf although, as discussed later, marine ice is considerably denser than meteoric ice. The AIS marine ice layer persists all the way to the ice front (Fricker and others, 2001). In contrast, the central Ronne Ice Shelf marine ice layer was previously melted completely by a warm sub-shelf current before it reached the front (Thyssen and others, 1993). Following major iceberg calving events that occurred between 1986 and 2000, the length of the Ronne Ice Shelf has been reduced enough that its marine ice layer now also extends to the front (Lambrecht and others, 2007).

Marine ice is distinctly different from meteoric ice. It contains brine cells incorporated within the ice matrix (Eicken and others, 1994; Moore and others, 1994). The presence of brine inclusions affects the recrystallization processes as the pores in the marine ice close. Understanding the mechanical structure of marine ice is important for its realistic treatment in ice-shelf models.

To investigate the nature of AIS marine ice, we drilled through the eastern band at two sites 68 km apart along the same flowline over three field seasons (2000/01, 2003/04 and 2005/06) using a hot-water drill (HWD; Craven and others, 2004, 2005). Preliminary results suggested that the lowest 100 m layer at one of the sites was highly permeable, with rectangular banded textural facies (Craven and others, 2004, 2005). In this paper, we show that results from the second borehole, drilled in 2005/06, confirm this observation. We present physical properties of the marine ice layer inferred from measurements made through the two boreholes, including estimates of accretion rate and pore closure rate along the flowband. We also discuss the potential role of the marine ice in the dynamics of the AIS and its future evolution in response to climate change.

2. FIELD MEASUREMENTS
A modular HWD system was used to collect short core sections and melt boreholes through the AIS into the sub-ice-shelf cavity. Measurements and samples were taken from the ice and underlying ocean through the boreholes. The two borehole sites, AM01 and AM04, were located approximately on the same flowline, 100 and 170 km respectively from the calving front. These sites were selected to target the eastern marine ice band, which extends northeast from the vicinity of Jetty Peninsula approximately 250 km to the centre of the ice front (Fig. 1). A hot-water coring head (Engelhardt and others, 2000) was used to collect short ice-core samples of <1 m length at selected depths in the ice column during drilling. A video camera system was deployed down the borehole to record images of the borehole walls for investigation of ice characteristics.
At both sites, we also made global positioning system (GPS) observations and snow accumulation measurements.

2.1. AM01 boreholes

AM01 (69.442°S, 71.417°E; 100 km from the ice-shelf calving front) was at the same geographic location as the historic site G1, where an ice core was mechanically drilled to 315 m depth in 1968 and from which the presence of a marine ice layer in the AIS was first detected (Morgan, 1972). Stable-isotope analysis of the 1968 core showed that the ice shelf at G1 consisted of three layers: the upper 70 m formed from local snow accumulation (58.2 m; see section 4.2); the middle 70–270 m continental meteoric ice that had flowed from the interior of the Lambert Glacier basin; and a basal layer (below 270 m) composed of marine ice. Higher-resolution results from recent drilling (discussed below) put the meteoric/marine ice transition at this site at 276 m depth. The thickness of the marine ice layer was not measured directly in 1968, but was estimated to be in the range 158–196 m based on two different values for the total shelf thickness: an ice radar thickness of 428 m measured during a January 1970 surface survey about 10 km east of the drill site; and a local thickness of 466 m estimated from buoyancy calculations using the measured G1 density profile (Morgan, 1972). For the record, we note that inclement weather during the 1968 deployment forced the G1 drill camp to be placed 10 km west of an earlier G1 grid site, which had marked the crossroads of longitudinal and transverse survey lines on the AIS (Budd and others, 1982; Corry, 1987). There has been some confusion, in the subsequent literature, regarding this relocation.

Recent mapping of the spatial distribution of the marine ice from hydrostatic calculations using satellite radar altimeter elevations and airborne radar soundings of the meteoric/marine ice interface indicates a marine ice thickness (using a firn density model and assumed density for marine ice of 917 kg m⁻³) at AM01 of 141 ± 30 m (Fricker and others, 2001).

The AM01 borehole was drilled in the summer of 2001/02. A hydraulic connection with the sub-shelf cavity, similar to that reported in drilling the Ronne Ice Shelf (Makinson, 1993), was registered whilst the drill head was at only 376 m depth, and a total ice-shelf thickness of 479 m was measured (Fig. 3). Four ice-core samples, each <1 m long, were collected several days later from a second hole drilled adjacent to the main borehole. These samples were of continental ice at 240 m depth, and marine ice at 290, 360 and 390 m depth, the last sample being from below the hydraulic connection depth (Craven and others, 2004).

AM01 was revisited in the summer of 2003/04, by which time it had moved 1.6 km northeast with ice-shelf flow. A new borehole (AM01b) was drilled at this geographical location, primarily to deploy a digital video camera system with real-time viewing capabilities (Carsey and others, 2002) to examine both the ice in the borehole walls and
the ocean bed beneath the site (Craven and others, 2005). The hydraulic connection depth (around 376 m) was not directly measured in AM01b because of instrument failure. Instead, we used the video system to estimate total shelf thickness (479 m), and locate the meteoric/marine ice interface depth at 276 m. This was subsequently confirmed from an independent 296 m deep ice core collected from within a few hundred metres of the AM01/AM01b site by a 2002/03 Chinese National Antarctic Research Expedition (CHINARE; personal communication from Li Yuansheng, 2006). The total thickness of the marine ice layer at this site was 203 m, with the lower 103 m of this (below the hydraulic connection depth at 376 m) being permeable, though consolidated. We retrieved two new ice-core samples from AM01b at 250 m depth (meteoric ice) and just below the transition at 276 m (marine ice).

2.2. AM04 borehole

A borehole at a second site on the same flowline as AM01, but ~70 km upstream, (AM04: 69.900° S, 70.290° E; 170 km from the ice front) was drilled in the summer of 2005/06. At this site, interpolation from the distribution of Fricker and others (2001) gave an estimated marine ice thickness of 131 ± 30 m. The total shelf thickness measured in the borehole was 603 m. We attained hydraulic connection in the depth range 530–535 m, with relaxation to an equilibrium water level in the subsurface well undergoing a more gradual response than that experienced at AM01. A video system was deployed down the borehole, although it did not have the full fibre-optic capability of that used at AM01b and there was no real-time viewing available during operation. Interface and basal depth measurements were obtained from video observations acquired by lowering the system to specific depths on the instrument winch cable.

At AM04, ice-core samples were retrieved from depths of 350 m (meteoric ice) and from 400, 450 and 500 m (all marine ice). On-site inspection of the 400 m depth core found bands of debris that were largely confined to strings or near-horizontal planes, evidence that they had come from somewhere near the very top of the marine ice layer (Eicken and others, 1994; Moore and others, 1994; Craven and others, 2005). Subsequently this region of the borehole was examined with the video camera, and the meteoric/marine ice interface was detected at 396 m depth, implying that the marine ice layer was 207 m thick at this site, the lowest 68–73 m of which was permeable.

3. CHARACTERISTICS OF MARINE ICE

Examination of vertical thin sections of the marine ice-core samples showed that they all had a platelet crystal structure, with no evidence of congelation marine ice growth (personal communication from A. Treverrow, 2007). Core samples taken from the top of the marine ice layer at both AM01 and AM04 contained debris strings or bands that have been shown to contain both biogenic and mineral particles (Roberts and others, 2007). They also contained millimetre-sized pores (Fig. 4a) and/or sinuous veins, which appeared to become more prevalent with depth. These have previously been interpreted as brine cells, which originate from pockets of sea water trapped within the marine ice as it formed (Engelhardt and Determann, 1987; Eicken and others, 1994; Tison and others, 2001). Chemical analysis (ion chromatography) of the marine ice in the AM01 core samples revealed that total salinity increases by an order of magnitude from around 0.03% near the meteoric/marine ice interface, to 0.56% at 120 m below the boundary (Craven and others, 2005), confirming an increased prevalence of brine inclusions with depth. This deepest sample, from the permeable ice zone, may have suffered drainage of larger pores during coring, and may not reflect the true bulk salinity of the marine ice–sea-water matrix in the region. The low salinity value near the meteoric/marine interface is similar to values from the upper portions of the Ronne Ice Shelf marine ice at the B13 borehole (Eicken and others 1994).

Our borehole video showed that deep within the marine ice layer (typically the bottom 40–50 m of the ice shelf), the ice texture had a layered flaky appearance (Fig. 4b) with ice platelets fused together forming a matrix filled with interstitial sea water, which was previously referred to as ‘honeycomb’ ice (Craven and others, 2005). Caliper measurements through the meteoric and upper marine ice sections at AM01 showed a smooth, nearly constant-diameter borehole, but at depth in the permeable marine ice the borehole diameter was

Fig. 4. (a) Marine ice sample from 450 m depth at AM04 with millimetre size cells (scale with mm gradations across bottom), possibly containing trapped brine. (b) Video image from near the base of the shelf showing thin platelets stacked together, seen largely edge-on. Whilst the exact scale is uncertain, the platelets are probably 10 mm or more in diameter.
narrower and more variable. This resulted from loss of heat from the drilling head into sea-water-filled cavities within the permeable marine ice. The irregular nature of the borehole walls deep within the shelf was also evident at AM04 in downward-looking video imagery. Despite its nature, this permeable ice layer had structural integrity all the way to the base. The weight of a 50 kg inclinometer was still supported by the bottom of the incomplete borehole at 600 m depth at AM04, only 3 m above the level where the base was eventually penetrated. This is unlike unconsolidated slush reported at the base of the Ronne Ice Shelf, which partially filled the lower tens of metres of the borehole after drilling (Engelhardt and Dettermann, 1987). We experienced no such filling toward the base, even following several reaming runs to warm the borehole to prevent it freezing during sampling, with the potential to dislodge crystals only loosely attached to the walls.

It is highly likely that the Ronne borehole was a site of active refreezing, with a frazil production event occurring during the drilling period. Modelling has shown that deposition of the majority of suspended frazil ice occurs in spatially discrete bursts (Bombosch and Jenkins, 1995). Oceanographic data from the cavity below AM01 show a strong seasonal cycle in the water temperature, salinity and freezing processes (Lefanue and Craven, 2004), so we expect deposition to also show temporal variability. Similarly, while it is believed that AM04 is an active refreezing site, oceanographic data also show strong seasonality there. No frazil production was detected during AM04 borehole operations either by interference to deployment of oceanographic instruments, as reported beneath the Ronne Ice Shelf during drilling (Engelhardt and Dettermann, 1987), or directly by video observations at that time.

Marine ice well above the hydraulic connection depth is impermeable but has brine pores incorporated within it (analogous to bubbles in meteoric ice). Marine ice below the hydraulic connection clearly has interconnected cells and channels (analogous to firm); we refer to this as permeable marine ice. The hydraulic connection depth is an approximation of the effective pore close-off depth. Both marine ice types are consolidated and have structural integrity.

4. MASS BALANCE FOR ICE-SHELF LAYERS ALONG FLOWBANDS

4.1. Mass-balance components

The AIS is an embayed ice shelf, confined within the topography of the Prydz Bay inlet. As ice flows north, the embayment widens and the ice flow diverges and accelerates; this transverse and longitudinal spreading is necessarily accompanied by vertical strain thinning.

If the ice shelf is in steady state, then the continuity equation (Budd and others, 1982) along a flowband is

$$\dot{a} + \dot{a}_b - U \frac{\partial Z}{\partial x} - Z \frac{\partial U}{\partial x} - UZ \frac{\partial Y}{\partial x} = 0,$$

where $\dot{a}$ is the rate at which mass is added at the surface (subscript s; snow accumulation/ablation) and at the base (subscript b; marine ice accretion/basal melt) of the ice shelf, $x$ is the distance along the flowband, $U$ is the horizontal flow velocity (constant across the band for narrow flowbands), $Z$ is the ice thickness (constant across the band for narrow flowbands) and $Y$ is the flowband width. This continuity equation not only holds for the ice-shelf column as a whole, but also for the individual layers within the shelf, except that internal layers have no sources of additional mass.

Since the ice is floating, the strain rate is constant with depth (e.g. Sanderson and Doake, 1979) and different ice layers (locally accumulated meteoric ice, inland meteoric ice and basally accreted marine ice) each undergo the same rate of thinning.

The incompressible character of ice means that the vertical strain rate ($\dot{\varepsilon}_z$) for the flowband is connected with the variation in speed along the flow, and the transverse spreading of the flow, via flow strain rates ($\dot{\varepsilon}_x$ (longitudinal) and $\dot{\varepsilon}_y$ (transverse)) as

$$\dot{\varepsilon}_z = -\left(\dot{\varepsilon}_x + \dot{\varepsilon}_y\right) = -\frac{\partial U}{\partial x} - \frac{U \partial Y}{\partial x}. \quad (2)$$

For an internal layer with no addition or loss of mass, and with a constant strain rate over the interval, the relative thinning of an arbitrary flowband between an upstream point (subscript 1) and a downstream point (subscript 2) is

$$\dot{\varepsilon}_z \Delta t = \ln \left(\frac{Z_2}{Z_1}\right) \Delta t = \ln \left(\frac{U_1 Y_1}{U_2 Y_2}\right), \quad (3)$$

where $\Delta t$ is the increment of time taken for the ice to flow between the two points. The compounding effect is strictly correct if $\dot{\varepsilon}_z$ is constant with time, and it is a good approximation if the variation of $\dot{\varepsilon}_z$ is small.

For the upper and lower shelf layers we need to also consider surface accumulation/ablation, and basal accretion/melt. The accumulated snow on the top, and accreted marine ice on the bottom also undergo strain thinning, but since they are added incrementally along the flowband they only undergo a proportion of the total thinning between upstream and downstream sites. Although both snow accumulation and marine ice accretion have a seasonal variability, we have no information on what these are. We adopt the simplifying assumption that the rates of addition have constant annual values between the sites. The thickness of such a layer of ice downstream compared to its thickness upstream is then

$$Z_2 = Z_1 e^{\dot{\varepsilon}_z \Delta t} + \frac{\dot{\varepsilon}_z}{\dot{\varepsilon}_z} (e^{\dot{\varepsilon}_z \Delta t} - 1). \quad (4)$$

The first term on the right-hand side is the strain thinning of the ice already present at the upstream site (Equation (3)), and the second term is the strain thinning of the new ice incrementally added along the flowband.

4.2. Application to the AM01–AM04 flowband

Using the borehole data and ancillary field measurements, we estimated ice-shelf speeds, ice layer thicknesses and accumulation at sites along the flowband through AM04 and AM01 (Table 1). An error analysis has been made for all quantities calculated and these are included in the tables.

We calculated the average strain rate between AM04 and AM01 from Equation (2), using the data in Tables 1 and 2 to estimate average values and gradients in velocity and flowband width, yielding

$$\dot{\varepsilon}_z = -0.0059 \text{ a}^{-1}, \text{ so that } e^{\dot{\varepsilon}_z \Delta t} = 0.55,$$

where the time ($\Delta t$) for ice to travel between the two sites is 101.5 years (Table 1). The result using Equation (3) is the same, which is not surprising as the two are implicitly linked via the travel time and distance between the sites. This second estimate (derived from speed and flowband width data) validates our assumption that the rate of change of
strain rate is small over the period. Budd and others (1982) estimated that the vertical strain rate over a similar interval of the central AIS flowband ranges from 0.0042 a⁻¹ to 0.0075 a⁻¹ (an average of 0.0058 a⁻¹).

We can further check the applicability of using average strain rates and accumulation rates in Equation (4), over a period of more than 100 years, by comparing the thickness of meteoric ice measured at AM01 with that estimated from strain thinning of the original meteoric ice at AM04 plus new snow accumulation. Between AM04 and AM01 the annual average accumulation (\(\overline{\Delta z}\)) is 0.44 m a⁻¹ of snow at an average density of 550 kg m⁻³ (the mean value measured for the upper 20 m of firm at AM01; Table 1). The 45 m of new snow thickness accumulated between these sites is thinned to 34 m of extra ice-shelf thickness by the time it reaches AM01 (Equation (4)). The 396 m of meteoric ice that was present at AM04 will have thinned to 218 m, giving an estimated total thickness of meteoric ice at AM01 of 252 m. This agrees, within error margins, with the measured thickness of meteoric ice of 276 m (Table 2). Sensitivity test calculations show that a 1% change in strain rate produces \(\Delta z\) m calculated thickness change, whilst it would require a 10% change in snow density to produce the equivalent effect.

In making such estimates we should also consider thickness changes due to snow firmification (densification). Snow accumulating between any given pair of sites undergoes further firmification as it progresses downstream. This is not, however, a large contribution to thickness changes because of the layered structure of the shelf. The region 40 km upstream of and beyond point JP (Fig. 1) is an ablation and summer surface melt zone (Phillips, 1998), where the surface is comprised of dense continental glacier ice or superimposed ice. Thereafter local snowfall accumulates on the shelf. From fine-resolution stable-isotope analysis of the 2002/03 CHINARE core (personal communication from Li Yuansheng, 2006), the boundary between this locally accumulated snow layer and the solid ice is at a depth of 58.2 m at AM01. The transition depth can be calculated both upstream and downstream using snow accumulation data and thinning rates (Fig. 3). The depth is calculated as 17 m at JP, 44 m at AM04 and 58 m at ‘Loose Tooth’ (LT; Fig. 1). Compaction of quantities which are themselves only well within the error bounds of the overall calculations. Since we adopt strain values determined from surface speeds and flowband widths (Equation (3)), thickness change due to firmification has no impact on the calculation of the marine ice accretion rate and is ignored. Thickness changes can also occur due to compaction of the marine ice. We have no real information about this, but we can still make representative estimates of various quantities associated with marine ice formation.

We now apply Equation (4) to data along the flowband through AM01 and AM04 (Table 1) to estimate (1) mean annual marine ice accretion rates and (2) mean annual closure rates of the permeable marine ice between the two sites. With some additional assumptions (see section 4.4) we can also estimate these quantities upstream of AM04 and downstream of AM01 along the same flowband. We also estimate (3) the effective density of the total marine ice layer and (4) its average porosity. The results of these estimates are summarized in Table 2.

### 4.3. Marine ice accretion rates along the AM01–AM04 flowband

For \(\frac{\partial}{\partial t} = -0.0059 \text{a}^{-1}\), the 207 m thick layer of marine ice at AM04 thinned to 113.9 m as it flowed to AM01. The measured thickness of marine ice at AM01 was 203 m, indicating the addition of 89.1 m of new marine ice. This new marine ice (formed along the path from AM04 to AM01) also experienced thinning, so the actual accretion was greater than this. By inverting the contribution from the second term in Equation (4) we estimate an annual average accretion rate (\(\overline{\Delta z}\)) of 1.16 m a⁻¹ between AM04 and AM01, and a total accretion of new marine ice of 118.1 m. This accretion rate was estimated from total marine ice thickness measurements and is therefore dependent on the average marine ice density between the two sites, which in this case is 935.5 kg m⁻³ (see section 4.5). Using a reference density of 920 kg m⁻³, the estimated density of impermeable marine ice (slightly higher than that for pure ice due to the presence of brine cells), the average accretion rate is 1.14 m a⁻¹. Accumulations of marine ice greater than 300 m thickness have been modelled at the base of the Filchner–Ronne Ice Shelf with accretion rates as low as 0.6 m a⁻¹ (Lange and MacAyeal, 1988).

Our estimate of the basal accretion rate is derived primarily from the change in marine ice thickness measured in the boreholes. It supports a mean value of 0.9 m a⁻¹ estimated from strain rates alone by Budd and others (1982) over the same interval upstream of G1. The maximum accretion rate determined from modelling ocean circulation in the AIS cavity by Williams and others (2002) exceeded
0.5 m a\(^{-1}\), although that model assumed direct basal freezing. Earlier modelling by Williams and others (2001) indicated that the zone of modelled basal freezing approaching 1.0 m a\(^{-1}\) located near Jetty Peninsula could lead to substantial marine ice accretion along an ice flowline through that region, although their analysis approximated both the velocities and thinning rates, and the predictions of marine ice thickness at G1 covered a wide range (70 m to >300 m) for different choices of model ocean-circulation boundary conditions. For comparison, Bombscheid and Jenkins (1995) modelled peak basal accretion rates of frazil ice at >1.0 m a\(^{-1}\) of solid ice.

An estimate of marine ice accretion upstream of AM04 is less accurate than between the boreholes, since it requires further assumptions. The distribution of Fricker and others (2001) indicates that marine ice accretion starts at point JP, adjacent to Jetty Peninsula and 88.1 km upstream of AM04 (Fig. 1). We calculated \(\dot{z}_x = -0.0035 \text{ a}^{-1}\) (via Equation (2)) and a travel time of 223.7 years over this distance. The 207 m of marine ice found at AM04 implied a total accretion along this path, after correction for en route thinning, of 297.2 m. This is an average rate of 1.33 m a\(^{-1}\) (Equation (4)) at an average density of 929 kg m\(^{-3}\) (section 4.5), or 1.32 m a\(^{-1}\) at the reference density of marine ice (920 kg m\(^{-3}\)).

Between AM01 and LT, closer to the AIS front (Fig. 1), the flow speed increases to 1150 m a\(^{-1}\), flowband spreading increases down-shelf (Table 1) and \(\dot{z}_x = -0.0106 \text{ a}^{-1}\) (Equation (2)). An added complication toward the front of the ice sheet is the presence of longitudinal and transverse rifts that initiate formation of a 30 km x 30 km iceberg known as the Loose Tooth (Fricker and others, 2002). We take LT as a point along the AM04–AM01 flowband immediately upstream of these rifts. This is 62.7 km and 63.4 years downstream from AM01. The mean annual accumulation rate over this section is 0.62 m a\(^{-1}\) of snow, adding a strain-thinned total of 28.8 m of firm to the surface. Over this distance, the 276 m of meteoric ice from AM01 is thinned to 140.8 m, so the total meteoric ice thickness expected at LT is 169.6 m. The nearest RES measurements, 20 km south of LT, show a depth of around 170 m to the meteoric/marine ice interface.

A string of oceanographic salinity and temperature sensors deployed through the AM01 borehole has operated for 6 years. Comparison of these data with data from ocean moorings immediately off the ice front for the whole of 2001 indicates that there was no significant nett refreezing or melting between AM01 and the calving front (personal communication from H. Leffanue, 2005). Results from the 1968 survey also showed that the nett basal melt–freeze downstream of G1 was close to zero (Budd and others, 1982). Since local melting probably takes place near the ice shelf front due to tidal pumping and seasonally warmer waters, it is possible that there is some basal freezing under part of the region between AM01 and LT in order for there to be no nett change overall. Adopting the assumption of no nett basal melt or freeze between AM01 and LT then, after the 203 m of marine ice present at AM01 has thinned to 103.5 m, the total shelf thickness at LT is 273.1 m (Fig. 3). This is in reasonable agreement with ice radar measurements 20 km southeast of LT (east of the marine ice band) which yield a total thickness of 290 m in the area.

### 4.4. Marine ice closure rates

Below the hydraulic connection depth the marine ice is permeable. The permeability of this layer increases towards the base of the shelf. Above the hydraulic connection depth the brine channel networks are presumably sufficiently fine or so poorly interconnected that they can support the pressure load from the water column in the borehole. Eventually these close to form discrete cells which become smaller toward the meteoric/marine ice boundary. The extremely low salinities of the upper part of the impermeable marine ice remain somewhat enigmatic. Eicken and others (1994) showed that the normal desalination processes occurring in sea ice were inadequate to explain the extremely low salinities observed in marine ice from several Antarctic ice shelves. One major difference from the sea-ice case is that, as observed in the Amery boreholes, the situation can involve large platelets, initially in a relatively open, porous aggregation. A further complication is that the temperature profile through the shelf evolves as marine ice accumulates, and this may change the consolidation processes.

As well as new marine ice accumulating between AM04 and AM01, the upper part of the permeable layer (immediately below the hydraulic connection depth) slowly undergoes pore closure and becomes impermeable. The top of the permeable ice at AM04 was 137 m below the meteoric/marine ice interface. With strain thinning, this surface would be only 74.8 m below that interface at

### Table 2. Measured, derived and assumed glaciological parameters along the JP–AM04–AM01–LT flowline. JP: Jetty Peninsula point; AM04: upstream drill site; AM01: downstream drill site; LT: Loose Tooth point. The distance, ice travel time, marine ice accretion rate and close-off rates are estimated between sites. The thicknesses of different ice layers, and at the two drill sites, densities, and the average porosity for the total marine ice layer, are also given.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Distance (travel time)</th>
<th>Ice thickness: meteoric, total marine, permeable marine</th>
<th>Ice density: meteoric, total marine</th>
<th>Accretion rate at 920kg m(^{-3})</th>
<th>Close-off rate at 920kg m(^{-3})</th>
<th>Average porosity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>JP</td>
<td>690 ± 20, 0, 0</td>
<td>690 ± 20, 0, 0</td>
<td>929 ± 20, 0, 0</td>
<td>1.3 ± 0.2</td>
<td>0.9 ± 0.1</td>
<td>19 ± 22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to</td>
<td>68.1 ± 1.5 (223.7 ± 6.0)</td>
<td>396 ± 2, 207 ± 2, 71 ± 2</td>
<td>889 ± 10, 938 ± 24</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM04</td>
<td>67.8 ± 1.0 (101.5 ± 3.0)</td>
<td>276 ± 2, 203 ± 2, 103 ± 2</td>
<td>872 ± 10, 933 ± 28</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM01</td>
<td>62.7 ± 1.0 (63.4 ± 2.0)</td>
<td>170 ± 12, 103 ± 8, 37 ± 11</td>
<td>0.0 (assumed)</td>
<td>0.3 (assumed)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to</td>
<td>88.1 (170.5)</td>
<td>103.5 (247.5)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LT</td>
<td>170 ± 12, 103 ± 8, 37 ± 11</td>
<td>169.6 (349.6)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

...
AM01. The measured depth of the hydraulic connection at AM01 was, however, 100 m below the meteoric/marine ice interface, indicating a downward migration of the pore close-off depth by 25.2 m. This implies a closure of 33.4 m after strain correction (Equation (4)), requiring an average rate of closure in the permeable layer of 0.33 m a⁻¹, or 0.32 m a⁻¹ at the reference density (920 kg m⁻³). This is a little over a quarter of the average marine ice accretion rate between the sites.

The top 137 m impermeable layer of the total 207 m marine ice thickness at AM04 has become impermeable since accretion started at JP. Prior to strain thinning, closure would have occurred in a 195.2 m thick layer (Equation (4)), requiring an average upstream rate of closure of 0.87 m a⁻¹, or 0.86 m a⁻¹ at the reference density. This is about two-thirds of the average accretion rate over the section. Initial closure rates can be expected to be higher until the permeable layer builds up sufficient thickness to create complex brine rejection pathways.

Strain thinning between AM01 and LT reduces the thickness of the permeable basal section from 103 to 52.5 m. The average rate of closure of permeable marine ice was significantly lower between AM04 and AM01 than upstream of AM04, and we would not expect it to increase downstream of AM01, particularly in the absence of significant additional marine ice accretion. Assuming the same closure rate over this section as between AM04 and AM01 (0.32 m a⁻¹), only another 15.3 m of marine ice (after strain correction) would be closed at LT and there would still be at least 37.3 m of permeable ice remaining at the base of the shelf. It is unlikely that this layer, isothermal (Fig. 5) at the local freezing point, could survive contact with seasonally warm, near-surface waters tidally pumped under the ice shelf from Prydz Bay (Jacobs and others, 1992). Rapid loss of this basal permeable ice is likely to occur close to the front. Because hydrostatic equilibrium is averaged over a considerable area, a thinner shelf at the very front is not inconsistent with measured RES thicknesses (obtained a few kilometres upstream of the front during the 2002/03 field season) which vary between about 250 and 300 m. Laser altimeter data from the Ice, Cloud and land Elevation Satellite (ICESat) also show a steep gradient right at the ice front in the marine ice zone, which can be attributed to melting of the permeable layer. There are regular sightings of green icebergs to the west of the AIS along the Mawson Coast. The green colour in these occurs in impermeable marine ice bands (Kipfstuhl and others, 1992; Warren and others, 1993). Many of these icebergs most likely originate from the AIS and are transported westward in the Antarctic Coastal Current. While the green colour indicates the presence of marine ice, no icebergs have been observed that have retained a layer of permeable ice after calving.

4.5. Effective density of the marine ice layer

The average density of the total ice-shelf column is given by

\[ \langle \rho \rangle = \frac{Z_i - E}{Z_i}, \]  

where \( Z_i \) is the total ice thickness (meteoric plus marine), \( E \) is the surface elevation and \( \rho_i \) is the (column-averaged) seawater density.

To obtain elevations relative to mean sea level, we converted GPS-derived surface elevations (referenced to the World Geodetic System 1984 (WGS84) ellipsoid) to elevations relative to the geoid using a recent (April 2008) Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment (GRACE)-based static geoid model (EIGEN-GL04C; http://icgem.gfz-potsdam.de/ICGEM/ICGEM.htm) calculated for the WGS84 ellipsoid in the mean tide system (after King and others, 2005). Taking the average sea-water density for the upper 500 m of the water column determined from oceanographic measurements off the front of the ice shelf at 1028 kg m⁻³, the average density of the total ice column at AM04 is 906 kg m⁻³, and at AM01 it is 898 kg m⁻³. Density profiles were measured on the 1968 ice core recovered from G1 (the same location as AM01) (Budd and others, 1982) and on the 2003 CHINARE core drilled alongside AM01 (personal communication from Li Yuansheng, 2006). Combined, these measurements give an average density of the meteoric ice layer at AM01 of 872 kg m⁻³. Assuming the firm density profile in the locally precipitated meteoric ice at AM04 is the same as at AM01, we estimate the average density of the thicker meteoric ice layer at AM04 as 889 kg m⁻³. Considering the ice shelf as a two-layer structure, then the average density of the marine ice is 933 kg m⁻³ at AM01, and 938 kg m⁻³ at AM04. These values are higher than for pure ice (917 kg m⁻³), as they must be since the impermeable marine ice contains brine inclusions, while the deeper marine ice is permeated with sea water.

4.6. Average porosity of the total marine ice layer

We define porosity of the total marine ice layer, \( \Phi_{\text{mar}} \), as the ratio of the volume of sea water within the pores and cavities...
in the layer, to the total volume, such that

\[ \Phi_{\text{mar}} = \frac{\rho_{\text{mar}} - \rho_{i}}{\rho_{i} - \rho_{w}} \]  

where \( \rho \) is the density, and the subscripts mar, i and w refer to the average for the total marine ice layer, pure ice (917 kg m\(^{-3}\)) and sea water (1028 kg m\(^{-3}\)), respectively.

The average porosity for the marine ice layer at AM04 is 19 ± 22%, and at AM01 it is 14 ± 17% (Table 2). The error in these estimates is large because of the relatively small difference between the density of the marine ice and that of pure ice (though clearly negative porosities are unrealistic). Borehole video observations qualitatively indicate that in the deepest and most permeable marine ice near the ice-shelf base, the cavities between the large platelets occupy >50% of the total volume. An average porosity for the total marine ice layer of 14–20% is consistent with these observations. Above the hydraulic connection depth, the marine ice density will be only slightly greater than that of pure ice if the closed cells contain sea water, while between the hydraulic connection and the base of the shelf the effective density will gradually increase.

We have shown that earlier estimates of the marine ice thickness (Morgan, 1972; Fricker and others, 2001) are considerably lower than those measured in the two AIS boreholes. In part this arises because those estimates both used a low value for the density of marine ice. With no knowledge of the characteristics of the marine ice, Fricker and others (2001) assumed a density for the total marine ice layer equivalent to that of pure ice at 917 kg m\(^{-3}\). If the meteoric and marine ice average densities derived here were used, their estimated marine ice thicknesses at AM01 and at AM04 would increase to around 166 and 192 m respectively, values closer to the borehole measurements. Residual discrepancies are due to elevation differences at the sites (local GPS (this study); ERS-1 altimetry (Fricker and others, 2000, 2001)). Similar corrections to the marine ice thickness are required over the entire domain mapped by Fricker and others (2001), although the qualitative pattern of their derived thickness distribution remains valid.

5. POTENTIAL IMPLICATIONS OF A PERMEABLE MARINE ICE LAYER

5.1. Location of marine ice bands relative to ice-shelf features

The AIS-DEM of Fricker and others (2000) reveals long ridges and valleys from the southern grounding zone oriented along-flow which have also been detected by ICESat (Fricker and others, in press). Elevation profiles transverse to the ice flow show a ridge centred on the Fisher–Mellor suture which extends downstream to the AIS front where it terminates at the eastern rift of the Loose Tooth. In cross-sections upstream of the eastern marine ice band the surface elevations between this ridge and the western margin are consistently lower than the central flowbands of the AIS. This is most likely due to a combination of the influence of: (1) the Budd Ice Rumples (71.50° S, 68.75° E); (2) generally thinner ice entering from the southern Prince Charles Mountains; and (3) the sheltering wall of the ice ridge on Jetty Peninsula. The shallower ice-shelf draft may make this region particularly well suited to the onset of frazil ice growth in a rising western boundary current and its subsequent deposition. The Budd Ice Rumples lie on the JP–AM04–AM01–LT flowline, ~140 km upstream of JP, and may be the source of the mineral debris recovered in the cores. While the thickest part of the eastern marine ice band originates along the western margin of the main AIS trunk, Fricker and others (2001) and Figure 1 also indicate appreciable marine ice at the confluence of the main trunk and the Scylla–Charybdis glacier flow entering from the west at the northern end of Jetty Peninsula. Indeed, the two marine ice bands flank this entering stream. The marine ice accretion might partly explain why the confluence at Jetty Peninsula does not display the complex, disrupted conditions observed at similar major junctions in Larsen B ice shelf (Glasser and Scambos, 2008). The Scylla–Charybdis flowband does show considerable disturbance (e.g. a crevasse train which propagates to the ice front) as it accelerates and turns to enter the main AIS, but the sutures to the adjoining ice appear more uniform than corresponding features on Larsen B.

5.2. Influences of a marine ice layer on ice-shelf flow

The bands where marine ice constitutes a major fraction of the ice-shelf thickness will influence ice-shelf flow, due to differences in ice material properties and temperature profiles (Lange and MacAyeal, 1986). Mechanically the deformation flow response of the marine ice to applied stresses will differ from that of meteoric ice (Hulbe and others, 2005), and is clearly likely to depend on brine inclusions and the level of ice porosity and consolidation. Ice deformation rates are also particularly sensitive to temperature (e.g. Budd and Jacka, 1989), and the marine ice accretion process has considerable influence on the temperature profile within the ice shelf. The borehole temperature profiles at AM04 and AM01 (Fig. 5) demonstrate this. In both locations, that portion of the marine ice layer below the close-off of the permeable marine ice is maintained at or near the in situ freezing point of sea water. The equilibrium temperature profile for regions with both surface and basal accretion of ice tends to display near-isothermal temperatures at top and bottom with a transition in between. Although basal conditions downstream of point JP have not been applied long enough to reach equilibrium, that general shape is observed. The temperature gradient in the ice shelf is also steepened by strain thinning. The essentially isothermal basal conditions produced by the presence of permeable marine ice mean there is no conductive heat flux through the ice shelf from the ocean cavity. Consequently, the vertical heat conduction above the isothermal zone (associated with the temperature gradient) simply cools the interior of the shelf. Towards the surface this heat conduction competes with the downward transport of colder meteoric ice from the surface. As the upper layers of impermeable marine ice cool, the remaining brine pockets must also become correspondingly more saline, and presumably the conduction also removes the associated heat of solidification.

The AM04 temperature profile presented in Figure 5 was taken only 100 days after the borehole refroze, and temperatures may not have fully stabilized at pre-drilling conditions, but the ice near the meteoric/marine transition has cooled by approximately 1°C between the two boreholes. The temperature gradients in this transition zone in the two borehole profiles correspond to heat fluxes of 130 mW m\(^{-2}\) at AM04 and 165 mW m\(^{-2}\) at AM01. A mean flux during transit between the boreholes of 147 mW m\(^{-2}\) constitutes a nett heat extraction over the 101.5 year period of ~0.5 GJ m\(^{-2}\). This withdrawal of energy is sufficient to cool 100 m of ice by...
2.5 °C (or other thicknesses proportionally). It is not simple to apply this to the borehole records due to the strain thinning that also takes place, but such a heat flow at the meteoric/ marine interface appears more than sufficient to explain cooling in the upper portion of the marine ice band between the two boreholes. This heat extraction is equivalent to the latent heat of solidification of only 1.5 m of pure ice, and this thickness scales in proportion to the volume fraction of water in the upper layers of marine ice. Accordingly, heat conduction may play some role in the consolidation of the upper part of the marine ice, but from the high porosity of the overall marine ice column, the low salinity of the impermeable ice and the thickness of the isothermal zone, the bulk of the brine content is presumably expelled during consolidation, and most latent heat is apparently carried away by water circulation through the permeable layer.

Ice-shelf flow occurs predominantly in the horizontal plane, so the influence of the temperature profile in the marine ice region on flow is estimated by calculating the depth-averaged ice-flow viscosity coefficient, using the temperature dependence of ice deformation rates from Budd and Jacka (1989). The values calculated using the borehole temperatures were compared with those for temperature profiles computed for comparable conditions but without basal ice accretion. The results indicate a weakening of the viscosity flow parameter by approximately 15%. Flow velocities across the front of the Filchner–Ronne Ice Shelf were best matched by models employing a temperature-based ice-softening parameter of around 10% due to the presence of a basal marine ice layer (Lange and MacAyeal, 1986), while the observed flow pattern in the Stancomb-Wills ice tongue of the Brunt Ice Shelf is well reproduced only when marine ice in a narrow strip along its eastern front is weakened rather than thinned by the models (Hulbe and others, 2005). As we are considering the conventional Glen cubic flow relation (e.g. Budd and Jacka, 1989), this indicates that ice-shelf strain rates corresponding to similar (depth-averaged) stresses are increased by about 60% for the marine ice case. Thus, even setting aside the influence of salinity and the permeable ice zone on ice deformability, the marine ice bands will have a marked influence on ice flow. One consequence of higher depth-averaged average strain rates would be higher local stresses in the cold ice near the surface with the potential for greater surface crevassing. If the zones with thick marine ice prove more susceptible to thinning in regions of extending flow, they may thin faster than adjacent purely meteoric bands. If this geometry is favourable to further marine ice accretion, there may be a sustaining feedback.

5.3. Increased vulnerability to ocean forcing

Changes in thermal ocean forcing (i.e. increased ocean temperatures) can lead to ice-shelf thinning and retreat through enhanced basal melting (Rignot and Jacobs, 2002; Shepherd and others, 2003; Bentley and others, 2005). The AIS marine ice layer accounts for >40% of the thickness of the ice shelf in some places, whilst the consequences of the permeability of the basal marine ice (which makes up roughly the lower half of the marine ice layer) are yet to be fully explored.

On the microscale, the high permeability of the very deep marine ice layer could enhance exchange of heat between the ocean and the deepest few tens of metres of the ice shelf. Heat exchange by convection within an open lattice system is faster than by conduction within solid ice. Higher up in the permeable marine ice, the scale of the drainage networks would decrease and restrict potential free movement of sea water. The lowest 100 m of the ice-shelf marine ice band is almost at the same temperature as the ocean (Fig. 5) and near the melting point, which has an additional though small impact on the ease of melt of the entire marine ice layer.

On the macroscale, the marine ice in the northwest part of the AIS is concentrated in bands. Even the loss of the deepest few tens of metres of highly permeable marine ice would substantially change the ice-thickness profiles across broad regions of the shelf, affecting both ice-shelf flow and sub-shelf ocean circulation. The redistribution of the basal pressure forcing, and of the driving stress in the shelf, which points down the thickness gradient, would directly influence ice flow. If the marine ice does not contribute greatly to the present ice-flow properties, the actual deformability of thinned regions may not be greatly changed, but these regions might be subjected to higher stresses if the overall flow changed. Would the former marine ice bands be compressed by thicker ice on either side flowing in, perhaps increasing transverse tensile stresses elsewhere? This could increase stresses at lines of potential weakness such as ice-stream suture zones. Recall that the Fisher–Mellor suture appears to coincide with the eastern Loose Tooth rift. The loss of marine ice near Jetty Peninsula and at the beginning of the western marine ice band might also alter the bonding of the various flowbands. Sanderson (1979) explored ice-shelf flow in diverging bays, and suggested that the AIS is already near the limit for retaining contact with the sides of its embayment. Sanderson's analysis suggests that substantial thinning of the AIS might lead to earlier detachment, which would likely lead to accelerated flow. These are important questions for modellers to address, as the partial rupturing of sutures between flow units, via a dynamic lateral flow response to a rapid loss of buoyancy, has been identified as one of several preconditions for ice-shelf collapse (Glasser and Scambos, 2008).

Finally, as an interesting aside, the protected habitat and greater surface area of the permeable marine ice also has as yet unexplored implications for sub-ice-shelf ecosystems (Riddle and others, 2007; Roberts and others, 2007).

6. CONCLUSION

We have examined a band of deep marine ice under the northwestern region of the AIS using hot-water drilling and coring techniques, and a borehole probe ice video system. Boreholes were drilled at two sites on approximately the same flowline (~70 km apart) where marine ice thicknesses were greater than 200 m. It was found that, while the top of the marine ice layer was mostly impermeable with small brine inclusions, the bottom 70–100 m of the layer consisted of ice platelets fused together to form a permeable matrix filled with sea water.

Analysis of the data shows:

1. an average accretion rate of marine ice of 1.1 ± 0.2 m a⁻¹ between 170 and 100 km from the calving front, and a higher average rate further upstream of 1.3 ± 0.2 m a⁻¹;

2. an average rate of closure of the uppermost permeable marine ice of 0.3 ± 0.1 m a⁻¹ between borehole sites, with a higher value of 0.9 ± 0.1 m a⁻¹ upstream;
3. an average density of the total marine ice layer of 933 ± 18 kg m⁻³ at AM01 and 938 ± 24 kg m⁻³ at AM04;

4. an estimated average porosity of the total marine ice layer of 14–20% (implying much higher values in the deep basal ice).

With its own set of unique thermal and mechanical properties, the presence of marine ice has important ramifications for the dynamical modelling of ice-shelf processes and interaction with sea water in the ocean cavities beneath them. Recognition of the denser character of marine ice should prompt a re-evaluation of estimates of ice-shelf draft and may be significant for sub-ice ocean circulation studies. Furthermore, since the very deepest marine ice is highly permeable it may be more vulnerable to melt by intrusions of warmer sea water, and/or more vigorous circulation in the ice-shelf cavity. Partial loss of these substantial marine ice layers could have a significant influence on ice-shelf flow and sub-ice ocean circulation. It might also alter the bonding between separate flow units within the ice shelf. Such considerations are applicable to other Antarctic ice shelves with substantial marine ice layers at their bases.
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